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A multidisciplinary site-specific exhibition across Burgundy in
France, curated by Jenn Ellis and Emie Diamond, produced by

Milena Berman

20 October - 25 November 2023 (Opening: 20 - 22 Oct)

Locations: Domaine Chandon de Briailles, Savigny-lès-Beaune; Couvent des Jacobins &
L’Ancien Théâtre, Beaune; La Maison de Pommard, Pommard

Press images can be downloaded here.

First monumental exhibition with leading international artists and galleries in the heart
of the UNESCO world heritage vineyards in Burgundy connecting art and wine this
autumn.

Participating artists include Marco Bellini, Anna Blom, Lise Herud Braten, Paul Briggs, Tomo
Campbell, Chiara Capellini, Zarah Cassim, Dan Zhu, Nick Devereux, Sidival Fila, Paul de Flers,
Laura Gannon, Joseph Goody, David Hockney, Gregory Hodge, Henry Hussey, Mark Jackson,
Sarah Launois, Adam Leef, Larissa Lockshin, Kazuya Ishida, Li Tao, Yeni Mao, Matt McClune,
Giorgio Van Meerwijk, Lara Merrett, Roméo Mivekannin, Dawn Ng, Christopher Page, Bernard
Pi�aretti, Victor Lim Seaward, Alex Seton, Shi Jiayun, Caterina Silva, Faye Wei Wei, Sarah Kate
Wilson, Emma Witter, Ittah Yoda, Insung Yoon, Osman Yousefzada

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qZdULhObk_HeoQBbmjuHrE7kc_pKZKDb?usp=share_link
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Participating galleries include Bosse & Baum (London), Brooke Benington (London), Cob
Gallery (London), Cecile Fakhoury (Abidjan, Dakar, Paris), Ben Hunter (London), Kate MacGarry
(London), Pipeline (London), Galerie Poggi (Paris), Tabula Rasa Gallery (London, Beijing), Almine
Rech (Paris, New York, London, Brussels, Shanghai), Sullivan+Strumpf (Sydney, Melbourne),
Studio Tashtego (New York), Gallery Vacancy (Shanghai), Zuecca Projects (Venice)

Domaine Chandon de Briailles, Savigny-lès-Beaune; Burgundy

TERRA is a group exhibition of painting, sculpture, and mixed media works across four historic
spaces in Burgundy, France curated by Jenn Ellis, of Apsara Studio and art historian Emie
Diamond, and produced by Milena Berman of Hautes Côtes. Opening the weekend following
Paris Plus by Art Basel, TERRA will respond to the idea of terroir, the concept of sense of
place, in the heart of the UNESCO world heritage vineyards of Burgundy. The exhibition will be
open to the public on October 21st as part of the vernissage and thereafter can be visited by
appointment only until its closing on November 25 just following the 163rd charity wine
auction at Beaune’s famed Hospices de Beaune, hosted this year by Sotheby’s.
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Le Couvent des Jacobins

Works by leading and emerging international artists across multiple mediums from painting to
sculpture, ceramic and installation, will be shown in four private spaces in and surrounding
the medieval town of Beaune. Driven by a thoughtful response to each location, TERRA will be
divided in four parts, each considering a di�erent facet of terroir. Commencing at The Couvent
des Jacobins, a 15th century chapel located in the heart of Beaune and owned by Pierre Henry
Gagey of Maison Louis Jadot, is a consideration of Time. At the heart of this location is a new
installation by leading Singaporean artist Dawn Ng. Made of delicate drips on calligraphic
paper, the work speaks to remnants, residue, the action of dripping, and its ephemerality. Ng’s
work will be placed in conversation with various sculptural works, each inhabiting a nook of
the Couvent, such as Li Tao, Ittah Yoda and Romeo Mivekannin.

Just across the street from the Couvent is the L’Ancien Théâtre, which was built to be the
main theatre for the town of Beaune. Also privately owned by the Gagey family, this location
serves to think about Story. On the ground floor will be several works by the French/Côte
d’Ivoire artist Romeo Mivekannin exploring reinterpretations of renaissance paintings,
presenting a reworking of visual history. Walking up the stairs, the visitors are presented with
a dialogue between two artists exploring gesture, movement and meditative action. Hanging on
the theatre walls are paintings by established Australian artist Gregory Hodge. Layered,
delicate, they reference di�erent fabrics and their stories, from their relationship with drapery
over to trade and movement. These are in conversation with a forest by Italian artist Chiara
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Capellini, an installation that includes various ethereal-looking paintings, standing from the
ground, encouraging a sea of wonder and subconsciousness.

L’Ancien Théâtre, Beaune

Moving over to the nearby town of Savigny-lès-Beaune, works will be exhibited across the
property of the historic chateau of Domaine Chandon de Briailles: in the tasting room, the
orangerie, and in the Versailles-style gardens. Built with a sense of whimsicality, this location
will explore the concept of Folly. In the Tasting Room, works by Australian artist Lara Merett
will be in conversation with British artist Chrisotpher Paige, leading French artist Bernard
Pi�aretti, and others. In the Orangerie, addressing its relationship with nature and play, will be
a selection of ceramic works by artists working in ceramics, such as Marco Bellini, Kazuya
Ishida and Insung Yoon. Moving to the gardens a highlight is a marble sculpture by leading
Australian artist Alex Seton, depicting a ‘plastic’ chair playfully placed atop a boulder, which
visually speaks to the unique architecture of the site where chunks of limestone were
incorporated in the wall’s foundations.

Finally, we are welcome to La Maison de Pommard, an architect-designed boutique hotel
owned by Isabelle de Montille. With five beautifully-designed rooms surrounding thoughtful
communal spaces and a garden, the hotel is a sanctuary in the esteemed viticultural village of
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Pommard. Noting its domestic sensibility and delicate relationship with nature, the site o�ers
an exploration of Intimacy. Combining painting and sculpture, placed in conversation with the
communal areas of the Maison and its garden are the works of Swedish artist Anna Blom,
South African artist Zarah Cassim, Mexico-based artist Yeni Mao, contemporary design gallery
Studio Tashtego, and others.

La Maison de Pommard, Pommard

Ultimately, TERRA is an exciting cultural moment as the worlds of art and wine engage in one
of the most renowned wine regions of the world. Drawing on their shared sensibilities to time,
story, folly and intimacy, visitors are taken on a multi-sensory journey that celebrates
creativity, history, international dialogue and thoughtful contemporaneity.

TERRA is supported by sponsorship from 67 Pall Mall Beaune, MMBP Partners, Wine & Art
Expertise, and the proprietors of the four sites who have o�ered their spaces in kind.

***

Press Contact: for interviews, images or more information please contact Daria Darmaniyan via
email.

Notes to Editors:

Jenn Ellis FRSA is a curator, founder and patron from Switzerland, Colombia and the UK based
in London following five years in Hong Kong. Passionate about the considered meeting of art,
space and context, she has created over the last decade meaningful projects and connections
between artists, galleries and institutions globally from the Tate to Ikon Gallery. She is the

mailto:d.darmaniyan@yahoo.com
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founder of Apsara Studio and co-founder of AORA. With a focus on creating thoughtful global
dialogue, her projects have been featured in the Art Newspaper to Vogue. Ellis is a Tate Young
Patrons Ambassador and holds a History of Art Degree from the University of Cambridge.

Apsarastudio.co.uk | aoraspace.com

Milena Berman has been working at the crossroads of culture and wine for many years, from
private collections in San Francisco, wineries and galleries in Napa Valley, documenta in
Kassel, Germany and wineries in Burgundy, where she has lived since 2013. Her experience
over the last decade has been focused on creating experiences for cultural institutions and
collectors of wine and art. She started Hautes Côtes with her partner, Loïc Lamy. Together
they produce events and private trips for private clubs, collectors, and aficionados
predominantly in France and Europe.

hautescotes.com

Emie Diamond is an art historian based in London. She has curated exhibitions for over thirty
international artists and worked with institutions such as Fortnum and Mason, Soho House
and The Standard. Diamond is also an academically published art critic by the Courtauld's
annual journal for her review of Jennifer Packer at the Serpentine Gallery and Rutgers
University's bi-annual journal for reviewing Suzanne Valadon: Model, Painter, Rebel at the
Glyptoteket Museum. She contributes to Cultured Magazine and has written arts analyses for a
range of publications. Diamond has a History of Art Master’s degree from the Courtauld
Institute of Art and received a prior Master’s degree from Harvard University.

emiediamond.com

https://www.hautescotes.com/
https://www.emiediamond.com/

